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Thank you Chairman Issa, Ranking Member Cummings and members of the 
Subcommittee on TARP, Financial Services, and Bailouts of Public and Private Programs 
for inviting me to testify on this important issue 

Between 1989 and today, securitization markets, and therefore the capital markets, 
replaced banks as the lead funding source for home mortgages. The current problems in 
the real economy, stemming from the opacity and information asymmetry of the asset 
backed securities (ABS) marketi, are not isolated to private first-lien residential mortgage 
securitization markets. They extend to other areas of consumer financing like home 
equity loans, auto loans and other Asset Backed Securities. 

The Risk Retention Rules required by Dodd Frank are well intentioned but misguided. 
Rather than repairing the pre-crisis “Wild West” environment, where rules are more often 
opaque than clear, regulators and legislators have wrongly chosen to require issuers to 
hold a slice of every deal they issue. They reason that if issuers retain some ongoing 
responsibility and financial liability for the underlying loans they sell, lenders and 
underwriters will have a greater incentive to make better loans or at least make sure that 
the cost of those loans to borrowers will be priced relative to the risks market participants 
identify as inherent in the loans.  

On the surface, this appears to make sense. If a lender or securitizer knows he will have 
to drink the poison in the chalice he offers to others, then he would be more careful. If, 
however, because of his belief in his modeling prowess, his own systemic importance, or 
his financial strength, the pourer believes that he has an enhanced immunity to poison or 
that he will be first to receive an antidote, then perhaps he may ignore the disincentives to 
poison others. More likely, as we saw in the past crisis, the same firms that poisoned their 
investing customers failed to recognize the power of the poison. After all, the banks that 
were in most dire need for direct government support were so precisely because they had 
ingested large quantities of the poison they had sold to others. Often, as we witnessed 
with Bear Stearns and Merrill Lynch, these firms didn’t have the operational controls, 
available information or resulting ability to fully model their exposuresii. To force them to 
increase concentrations of these held securities will only increase their risks.  

As we have seen, even with a relatively small but required 5% retention of each structure, 
different structures of similar underlying collateral remain highly correlated. Thus, if 
securitization returns and grows, this part of the Dodd-Frank Act will have the effect of 
creating a future systemic risk by causing risks retained by already “Too Big to Fail” 
firms to be transferred to taxpayers, thus aiding the creation of another crisis of several 
systemically important firms becoming troubled at the same time. 

 



A Better Solution 

Nothing has been done to create industry standards or useful and timely disclosures of 
loan level collateral characteristics. Asymmetry of information between buyer and seller 
remains the standard. While I advocate repealing the risk retention rule, I would point out 
that doing so without first addressing these fundamental problems would be unacceptable 
and increase risk, especially in an environment where legislators and regulators have 
already reduced to information available to investors through elimination of the 
Regulation Fair Disclosure exemption for rating agenciesiii. 

The primary market for securitizations is different from the equity markets. There is no 
“red herring” or pre-issuance road-show period during which investors have the ability to 
really analyze a deal and its underlying collateral.  Typically, deals come to market so 
quickly that investors were forced to rely on rating agency pre-issuance circulars, term-
sheets or weighted average collateral data. These tools have proven inadequateiv. 
Moreover, with a lack of pre-issuance collateral disclosure standards deals usually came 
to market before the collateral pool was even complete.  

The Need for Disclosure  

To ensure adequate transparency, data on the specific underlying collateral in each pool 
should be made available for a reasonable period (not less than two-weeks) before a deal 
is sold and brought to market.  Such a requirement would enhance investor due diligence, 
foster the development of independent analytical data providers, and to reduce reliance 
on rating agenciesv. Such an approach would reduce reliance on ratings and support a 
narrowing spread between price and value in the secondary market.  

The automation, standardization, and public disclosure of key collateral information 
before a securitization is marketed — and at least monthly thereafter, in an electronically 
manageable and standardized format, is a necessary ingredient to the development of the 
deep and broad markets necessary to fund our economy. Capital and markets would be 
less volatile if they could fully model the expected performance of underlying loan level 
collateral and regularly reassess the deviance from expectation.  

Contracts that Work 

“Pooling and Servicing Agreements” (PSAs) and “Representations and Warranties” can 
be several hundred pages long. They define features like the rights to put back loans that 
had underwriting flaws, the responsibilities of servicers and trustees, and the relationship 
between the different tranches. 

We need to address the lack of uniformity in the contractual obligations between various 
parties to a securitization. Key terms that define contractual obligations are not 
standardized across the industry, across issuers of securities with the same type of 
collateral or even by issuer (each issuer often had several different Pooling and Servicing 
Agreements and Representation and Warranty Agreements). 

The lack of standardization and the length of the documentation effectively created 
opacity, which contributed to the problems in the securitization market.  When panic set 



in and investors began to question the value of their securities, they knew that they did 
not have the time to read all of the different several-hundred page deal agreements.   

This reinforced the rush to liquidate positions and supported a “run on the market” that 
caused securities’ values to fall further than fundamentals justified. After all, what 
investor would choose to be the last one holding a security whose terms are not easily 
understood? 

Legislation should direct regulators to create a single standardized Pooling and Servicing 
Agreement governing each collateral asset class whether the issued securities are 
registered or “over the counter” or “bespoke”. These agreements should be created with 
the best interests of the investing public, and clarity of contract, at their cores. 

Why Standards Matter  

Legislative and regulatory standard setters must also focus on addressing a lack of clear 
definitions in securitization markets. Without a common language and agreement on the 
meanings of fundamental concepts the value of data is diminished. Conversely, if 
everybody is using common language – in loan origination or securitization — then it 
becomes very hard to game the system.  

Amazingly, three years after a crisis, there is still no single standard accounting or legal 
definition of either delinquency or default. Currently, the term ‘delinquency’ can be 
determined either on a contractual or recency-of-payment basis. Even among firms that 
would define it on the same basis, each servicing agreement can have different 
interpretations of the reporting of delinquencies. Some may report advances that a 
servicer makes to a pool, which could be applied to reduce stated delinquencies, other 
servicers may not. Like so many of the underlying problems in the securitization market, 
this “Wild West” mentality needs to be replaced with agreement of terms and standards.  

True Sale 

In recreating the structured market, we must also clear outstanding legal questionsvivii 
about matters such as “true sale”viii ix. Without clarifying the clear legal and accounting 
standards on “true sale”, issuers of a securitization may retain rights to or responsibility 
for collateral that they thought they sold and the investor in a pool believed himself to 
have purchased. 

Collateral Servicing and Fiduciary Obligations 

When a pool of first lien mortgages is created and sold into a trust, a servicer is chosen to 
service the loans, collect the mortgage payments and direct the cash flows to investors as 
defined by agreement. While investors in different tranches to the securitization may not 
always have aligned interests, in light of the significant numbers of mortgages today that 
have negative equity most of the remaining holders would be willing to write down the 
principle balance of the loan if they would result in re-performance of collateral.  For 
example, assume a 20% reduction in the principal balance of a mortgage would result in a 
borrower becoming willing and able to make payments and become current again, on a 
sustainable basis. This 20% loss, though significant, would surely be preferable to the 



potential 70%-plus loss investors could experience upon default and a subsequent 
foreclosure. 

Unfortunately, due to an ill-defined legal relationship between service and investor, along 
with a large and common conflict of interest between the servicer and the affiliated 
companies that own most of the servicers, many servicers do not prefer this “less is better 
than nothing” approach.  The largest servicers are owned by large banks –- banks that 
hold the majority of second liens and home equity lines on the underwater housesx. 
Remember, the second lien is, by definition, subordinated to the first lien. So if the 
servicer wrote down the principal on the first lien, it would, where the mortgagee is in a 
significant negative equity position, completely wipe out the value of the second lien and 
cause the bank to experience a total loss on that loan. 

Because of the lack of a fiduciary obligation to the first lien holder, servicers are often 
motivated to protect their affiliated firm’s second lien positions, rather than the first lien 
holders’. And because of the way the servicing agreements are written, servicers are often 
able to justify their inaction by hiding behind the disparate obligations they owe to 
investors in different tranches. Alternatively, they are able to do so by using a “net 
present value test” that is based on projections of unknowable future scenarios. As a 
result, both investors and the troubled borrower are held hostage to servicing practices 
that seek to protect often under-reserved banks rather than act on their expected 
obligation to investors in the mortgage pool. New rules in securitization should clearly 
define the servicer’s obligationsxi and require a fiduciary duty to the investor in 
securitized pools. Perhaps, more effectively, legislation should specifically prohibit 
financial entities from owning servicing where the servicing results in a conflictxii. 

The hope is that the original promise of securitization, through which banks could 
originate quality loans and sell them to investors who would be better able to hold the 
risks of those assets, can be realized. This would free up bank balance sheets to make 
more loans in support of financial intermediation and economic expansion.  

Neither real estate nor the economy itself can find a self-sustaining recovery without first 
restarting this important tool. Liquidity cannot efficiently find its intended target unless 
there are credible markets in which participants can foster financial intermediation and 
through which capital can be transmitted. Expanding the monetary base without an 
effective means of financial intermediation has resulted in little more than hoarding and a 
fostering of new asset bubbles as witnessed by the US Treasury market and commodity 
prices. 
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